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selection committee will 
announce the finalists some-
time today, 




Following a day of con-
flicting rumors
 and reports, 
the 
five
 voting members of 
the fifteen -member selection 
committee 
will  announce the 
finalists
 whose mines will be 
sent to the CSI1 Board of 
Trustees for the final decision. 
The board is expected 
to 
announce the name of the 
new president 
on March 16 in 
Sacramento.
 
The Monday night meet-
ing was not to select the final-




about the campus 
visits  
to the
 five voting 
members  of 
the  fifteen -member 
selection  
committee,
 said Ealgatter. 
"The meeting was not to 
make 
a decision, but to pro-
















 But only Chancellor 
Barry
 Munitz and the four 
trustees have actual
 voting 




was decided which of the six 
candidates
 should make the 
final  cut. But the voting 
mem-
bers are not bound by that 
recommendation, said Pete 
Silva, the alumni representa-
tive to the 
committee.  
KLIV radio reported 
Tuesday the committee had 
selected
 three candidates, two 
of whom 
were women. KL1V 
reported the women as 
being 
Sheila Kaplan and Ruth 
I 
eventhal.  
The reports were incorrect, 
according to Falgatter. 
"They (KLIV)do not have 
any 








 not all 
members
 of the association 
were happy 
with the selection 
process, lie tried to represent 
them as best as he could with-
out breaching confidentiality. 
"Everybody's 
looking for 
a candidate who can walk on 
water," he 
said. 
Daily staff writer Les 










Painting  a "worst -case scenario" 
Tuesday,  SJSU Interim 
President J. Handel Evans said departments throughout SJSU 















order  to 
maintain  the core 
of
 the curriculum." 
In his monthly press conference
 Tuesday afternoon, Evans 
said the cutbacks are being
 done now instead of "after the 
fact." 
After the fact would mean cutting classes after they've been 
offered to students. 
The university's budget is dependent on the 
slate's budget, 
according
 to Evans. But legislators have not come up with a 
state budget, and 
aren't required to do so until July
 1, 1992. 
California's budget is at a 
$6
 hiflion deficit,  prompting Gov. 
Pete Wilson to call for a 
40
 percent increase in student fees 
Ituoughout
 the California State University 
system. 
Without a state
 budget in place, university 
administrators
 
are not able to project 
what next semester's limitations will be. 
See  EVANS, Back Page 
Published
 pr San lose State 
University  since 1934 
Marcio3.
 Sanchez Daily staff photographer 
Rich Patterson, a junior human performance major, right, hurls a ball to teammate Melvin SyIva, left, 
at the Timpanay Center in San Jose. Both are members of the San Jose Sting quadriplegic rugby team. 
No boundaries for this rugby player 
By 
Christal  Niederer 
Daily
 staff wrner 
Rich Patterson is training with a rugby team. 'lb 
build up 
his 
endurance,  he does laps in his 
wheelchaii.  
Patterson is a 
member
 of the San Jose Sting, a 
quadriplegic rugby team. The
 game is played with a volley-
ball
 on a basketball  
court and the players  Kole 
goals  by 
rolling through a set of cones with the ball. 
Just because all 
the players are in wheelchairs doesn't 
mean 
the game is not living up to its rough reputation.
 
"You do end up on the floor  on occasion," said 
Patterson, a junior at SJSU. 
An able-bodied helper then 
assists the player back
 into his or her chair. 
Unless there is any danger, the game 
continues  when a 
player goes down. This new rule cane about
 when too many 
Students  take 
a swing at 
fee 




Daily matt antes 
Hanging with a rope 
around
 its neck 
at the
 Student Union 
amphitheaL,r  on 
Tuesday,
 a Pete Wilson pinata epito-
mized what some 
students  were feeling 
in light of the proposed 40 percent fee 
increase. 
Dangling like a 
noose  in front of 
their faces,




 that some feel are 
being denied to them.
 These students 
were protesting at the amphitheater
 to 
take 
their  aggressions out 
on
 the one 
person
 that they feel can 
do
 something 
about it  
Approximately 
50 to 60 people gath
 
artt
 at the amphitheater
 to swing at the 
Wilson pinata and 
to kick off a voter 
registration
 











and cattily at 
the protest. Students
 who furiously 
swung at the pinatas with a 
hat marked, 
"budget bat," showed no 
mercy  to the 
dangling. helpless Wilson effigy. 
'1'he first pinata was destroyed by 
Luciano Zamora, a 21 -year -old cngi - 
neering major
 at SJSU, who is 
enrolled
 
in 21 units and 
works 15 hours a week. 
Ile tore off his 
blindfold
 and with bat in 
hand. yelled to bring the 
Wilson pinata 
down to his level. 





threw the pinata on the 
ground, got down on his hands and 
knees and 
viciously tore off 
Wilson's 
head. 






 said, "I am about 
'I am (15 broke as 
hell







 to $6,000 in debt with student 
loans." 
Juan Ilaro, 
president  of SUAE, 
believes it's 
important




voter  registration campaign 
will initiate steps in strengthening stu-
dent's political power." I lam said. 
Ilaro believes that students tend not 
to vote 
because  they don't feel they can 
make a difference in 
changing what 
politiCiailS  legislate. 
"Students tend 




 said, "and our 
organiza-
tion wants to change that" 
Ilaro said that taking a whack at the
 
Wilson pinata symbolizes student's dis-





hike for California State University 
campuses. 
Eighteen -year-old Sonia Carrasco, a 
freshman at SJSU majoring in occupa-
tional therapy,




at the protest to show
 their disapproval 
of the proposed
 fee increase. 
Carrasco is registered for 12 units 
this semester and works 20 hours a 
week 
to help 
support herself and her 





 a pinata of Pete Wilson and 
is showered 
with  candy and fake 
money  as a n.sult 
Scott Sady Daily Ylaffithottrgratilicr 
See Mr( 
;IlV,  Page 6 
Wednesday,
 March











 planning to 
apply  to 
SJSU for the
 fall of 1992 had 
better  
get a step
















allowed to  apply 
up
 until the start of 
the
 semester, but 
budget problems
 
have forced SJSU to change its 
admis-
sion procedures. 




 faced with major 
enrollment  
problems,"
 said EA! Chambers, associ-
ate executive 




SJF11 now receives $14.6 
million 
less




 enrollment. he said. 
Dean Batt hopes
 that this deadline 
will  weed out those students
 who real-
ly didn't
 need to be here or 
who were 
not planning to graduate, although 
he 
added that




 with a exceptional 
case for missing







 have to manage 
our  enroll-
ment," Batt said. "We are receiving
 
applications at a faster 
rate."
 Ile said 
that 




 than where the university 
was at 
this time
 last year. 
The final 
decision  was made 
last
 










 and a sub -com-
mittee of the Academic 
Senate. 
Chambers
 said the 
decision  for the 
deadline came













provided much of the infomiation 
the 
university used to figure out the
 
enrollment target. 
During  registration 
students were asked if 
they planned to 
attend 
SJSU
 next semester. 
Chambers said that they came up 
with 
two -layered deadlines to 
deal
 
with  six groups of potential applicants 
to SJSU. 





 who do not have 
a degree objective or 
credential  objec-
tive must have 




There is a second 
deadline  on 
April 17 for first time freshmen,  upper 
division transfer students, and gradu-
ate applicants with a degree objective 
or credential objective. 
According to Lori 
Stahl,
 SJSU 
public affairs officer, the students in 
the first group are people 
who  would 







 of San 
Carlos  closure 
By 
Atoosa Savairnejad 
Daily staff writer 
Ever since last January, when San 
C'arlos
 Street closed on an experimen-
tal basis, city and university 
officials 
have been keeping a close watch 
for 
problems 
and developments arising 
from the closure. 
limight's public 
hearing on the clo-
sure, scheduled for 7 p.m. in the 
Engineering Auditorium,  will give the 
commtinity a chance  to express its 
concerns 
and opinions. 
At this time, the 
University  
Environs Task Force will
 hear the 
public's
 concerns. Assigned 
by San 
Jose 
Mayor  Susan 
hammer in 
December














 to Interim 
Executive Vice
 President Dean  Batt. 
The  two basic reasons for 
closing 
the street. 
according to Batt and 
University 
Public  Affairs Officer 
Lori  
Stahl, 




 20,000 students 
cross San Carlos 
everyday. "Therefore 
we are concerned







 and faculty who said, 
with the street closed, it is a 
lot easier 
for 
students in classes near San Carlos 
to hear 
their  instructors. 
"With less traffic,  
the classnanns 
should he quieter and more
 
conducive 
to good teaching," Batt said. 
The university find former universi-
ty 
president
 ( iail Fullerton
 have been 





close to a decade, Batt said. 
Finally, the San 
Jose City Council 
approved of a trial
 closure running 
from January 3 until June 
1,
 Batt said. 




 in  the early 
1980s. 
downtown San 
Jose was going 
through 
redevelopment.  Stahl 
said. So 
the city asked 
the university to 
delay  
the proposal for 
five
 years. 
Some  of the street 
vetakirs
 are also 
content with the closure. 
"I used to cringe when I saw the 
students crossing
 the streets," said An 
Tolman 
who owns a hot dog stand 
opposite the 
Spartan Complex. 
Tolman said he 
liked the street closed 
but only if he 




There are also 
less car fumes and 
greater freedom
 too, said 
vendor  
Johnny  Bee. 
"It makes business 
great too 
because 
people  can 
come
 out of the 
Spartan 
Complex  and 








 next to Tolman. 
But not 
everyone  is 
happy
 with the 
closure of San 
Carlos. 
"I 
don't  sec any 
benefits.  I think 
the  
students
 are old enough
 to look back 
and forth 




plans to attend 
tonight's
 meeting. Scott 
Johnson,
 who works with Bee, 
echoed  
these  sentiments 
when  he expressed 
his concern. 
"I like it 
being  closed, hut if it is 
going to be closed 
permanently and 
they are going to run us off  the street,
 
then











11,  1992  



















grown  up 
believing  
that
 in the 




the people and for the people
  a 
government
 equally 




 in recent years, it has become
 a 
government for some people 
more than 
others. 
Not only do elected 
officials
 need to 
raise 
ever
 increasing amounts 
of money 
just to try for office, but once 
they get 
into 
office they must 
look
 for ways to fill 
the sagging 




cheeks are written, 
contributors 
expect to gain 












 cited that from 
1982-1991, the Garden 
City  club in San 
Jose gave 
more  than $130,000 
to local 
politicians and campaigns.
 Included was 
nearly $40,000
 donated to the 
1990 San 
Jose mayor's race. 
But, these 




 vain. Nor were the
 more than 
$250,000
 in fees paid to the 
city of San 
Jose last year. 
Last 
March, the San 
Jose
 City Council 
approved the club's
 request to substitute 
Asian games, super
 pan nine and 
double -




 of pan. The 
games,
 popular among 
Chinese 
and Vietnamese, 




 years before, 











 corrupt, but 
rather that the campaigning
 process is a 
corrupting
 one, requiring huge 
expenditures to buy 
television time, to 
hire consultants, to advertise
 and to host 
fund-raisers. 
During the mayor's race, Susan 
Hammer 




 Fiscalini about 
$670,000.
 That money 
had to come from 
somewhere. 
Although San Jose 
has  a contribution 
limit of $500 per candidate,
 per donor 
per election, candidates
 can still receive 
huge sums of 




 reportedly gave 
Hammer $17,000
 for her campaign.
 
Was Hammer's
 decision to support 
development
 in the Edenvale area based
 
more on the 
economic  benefits to 
the city 
or on an obligation
 to developers? 
Even 




 of dollars in 
debt.  More 
fund-raisers are 
held
 and more checks 
are 
written. 
And more links 
are formed in the 
chain 







 of that 
chain was the 
case  of California 
Senator 
Alan








 and accepting approximately
 
$850,000 
from  Charles 





 to intervene 
on












Every time we 
elect  a candidate to 
office,  we take a 
gamble  that he or she 
will make responsible





 good for the 




 we have 
the 
opportunity
 to stack the 
deck in our 
favor. 
WRITER'S 







 from the San Jose 
Mercury  News 
came  to campus 





the staff and 
advisers.
 A journalist 
himself,
 he is one of 
many  professional. 
reporters 
invited  to conduct





lie told us 
about  covering
 the federal 
and
 state courts 




 the Spartan 
Daily on a 
1981 
story both he and our 




 time. The 
Daily  covered it 
well, he said,
 but he managed to 
stay one 
step in front of 
our  reporters. 
!low, we asked. 
Ile had
 all day to phone
 sources, he 
said. 
"I





 half a day 
here?"  he said. 
We
 
probably  have less 
time than he to 
track 
down sources and stories. 
But
 half a day? No way. 
The executive editors spend 
from
 
noon until closing time, about 10:30 p.m. 
every day, 
in the newsroom. They edit 
the stories
 for accuracy, logic and the 
wealth of errors we, of the computer 
generation, manage 
to
 type into our 
prose. They assign stories, write 
editorials, decide the front page stories, 
layout pages and proof read. 
Editors receive a modest 
stipend.  A 
former staffer received $300 a 
month.
 He 
estimates that he spent a minimum of 60 
hours a week here. So he got $300
 a 
month for 240 hours' work, a whopping 
$1.25 per hour, 
well under the minimum 
wage.
 But then as he so penetratingly 





 volunteers. We 
my
 to get here early and stay here late. 
For any given 
story,
 reporters make 
half a 
dozen calls to a main
 source, 
another
 five or six to 
others
 concerned 
with  the issues raised and 
yet  more to get 
facts and 
statistics relevant to 
the story. 
Reporters
 may have a 
week, a day, 
or
 so 
little as an 
hour to get a story.
 The ones 
who become 
editors  produce a 
story
 a 
day and show up 
early and stay late. 
They pay tuition 
for the three units the 
course 
gives you and you put
 in a 
minimum  of 15 hours 






oversees  final printing
 and keeps the 
editorial




 to get the last clever
 line into 
the story or 
editorial.
 Thanks to 
her,  we 
don't keep the 
circulation  crew 
waiting.
 
Because she is here 
more  than half a day, 
the paper
 gets out. 
Like most student
 run organizations. 
the Spartan Daily has faculty
 advisers. 
They help 
green  reporters see the issues, 
get to sources, organize stories and write
 
quickly as well as 
correctly.
 It's a full-
time job and they often 
stay overtime. 
We all do. Of 
course,
 this
 is our 
training ground
 and the Spartan Daily is 
somewhat 












We put out this paper under
 the pressure 
of course work, an 
outside
 job to bring in 
the rent and the 
scorn  of many who think 
we are 






 writers have 
found a path to bigger and 
better places, 
like the Mercury 
News. But they did not 
get there 
by working half days here. 

































































Day. Or is that 
Womyn's 
I lerstory Day? 
Everyone 
who knows me knows I'm an 
ardent
 feminist, but 
also  a dedicated 





those  arrogant, 







calls  me, woman




 identity can hardly














 in knots these






for a focus 
that
 can include 
all women   
ethnic, 





















But just as most 
stereotypes are 
born,  so 










 poll found 
that 63 
percent






 Yet, time after
 
time, poll 
after  poll, 
women
 also cite 
typical 
issues addressed by the
 women's 
movement as issues
 which are very 
important
 to them. 
The 










 the onset of 
the  modern 
women's
 movement
 in the 
1960s. 
Some 
say this means 
the feminist 
movement
 has gone as 
far as it can, 
should  or 
needs
 to go. We 




 let's start 











 not there 
yet: 
 Women still 



























 cancer has not
 been declared 
an epidemic










 of thousands 
of women 
die each year. 
Some  experts 
predict
 that in 
50




 to get 
breast  cancer
 in their 
lifetimes. 
 Women are 
expected to 
bring  in a 
second
 paycheck,
 care for the
 household 
and
 rear the 




 next to 







 in the 
workplace  
has existed 
for years and 
yet,  was not 










 One in four women




 will be raped. 
Some  put that 
number at one 
in three and 
growing. 
 The AIDS 




 women of 









 America, is about to be 











these  are only a 
handful  of the 
injustices 
facing  women 
today.  What we 
need  in order 
to address them





you're  talking 
about
 51 percent of the 
world's 5.3 billion 




find a lot in common
 among everyone. 
The
 first 








 To fight them
 all 
at 
once  is a mistake.




and looking at 




The plain fact 
is,  men have been 
running  this world for 
centuries,  since 
they 
wrested  power from 
previous 
matriarchal
 societies. To preserve
 that 
stolen power, they
 have subjugated 
women to 
eliminate  the threat. To do it, 
they convinced 
women  themselves of the 
"innate inferiority" of the 
female
 species. 
Even today, we accept it in the 
media, 
in our schools,
 in our social lives and 
in 
our homes. It's everywhere
 and must be 
addressed everywhere. 
And the only way to do that is to 
realize what 
Gloria  Steinem said years 
ago: the personal is political. As 
women  
accept their equality, internalize that 
feeling and refuse to be 
discriminated 
against, the battle is practically won. 
Brooke  Shelby Biggs is a Daily 
staff  
columnist. Her column appears every 
Wednesday.  
FORUM PAGE POLICIES 
Contributions to the Spartan Daily forum page are encouraged 
from students, staff, faculty and others who are interested in the uni-
versity at large. Any letter or column for the forum page must be 
turned in to the Letters to the Editor box in the Spartan Daily news-
room,
 located
 in DBII 209, during regular business hours. 
Submissions may also be mailed to the Forum Editor, the Spartan 




Square, San Jose, CA 
95192-0149. 
Articles  and letters must contain the author's name, phone number, 
address and major (if a student). Contributions must be typed or sub-
mitted on a 3.5" Macintosh -compatible disk. Submissions become the 
property of the Daily and will be edited for grammar, libel and length. 














 should be 
well researched.
 
Letters to the 
Editor Up to 
200 words 
responding  to a 















Daily  staff 
writers/editors  
which  do not 
necessarily  
reflect











Reporters  are 
prohibited 
















 of the 
forum  page 
are  the 
majority
 opinion








and  staff 
writers.  
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SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to
 SJSU
 students, faculty and staff 
organizations  at 
no charge. Deadline 
for  submission: 5 p.m. two days before publication. Forms are available 
at the 
Spartan  Daily, DBH 209. 
Limited  
space  may  force 




























x 12 meeting, 12:15 p.m., 
Basement  CampusMinistry 





Late -Life Rituals: Seoul to 
S.F." 
Dr. Soo -Young Chin, 5 p.m.. 









1, M-Th, 11 - 4 p.m., Tues. 6 - 
8 p.m., 
Art Bldg..Gallery One, call 
924-4330.  
A.S. LEISURE SERVICES: Body 
shop class, 6:45 - 7:45 p.m., Event 
Center Aerobics Room call 924-5960. 
AS. PROGRAM
 BOARD: 
Wednesday Nite Cinema: "My 
Girl", 6 





HA l'T 1ST STUDENT 
MINISTRIES:
 Fellowship, 11:30 
12.20 
p.m., 





















Writer  as Language 
Bigamist,"  
12:30  p.m.,  Spartan 








Employer  Presentation. 
12:30 
p.m. - 2:30 p.m.,
 S.U. Almaden 
Rm; 




 1 p.m., S.U. 
Costanoan
 Room; Investing in a 
Finance 
Career:
 Exercise Your 
Option,  
3:30 p.m., S.U. 
Umunhum  Room; 
Co-
op Orientation, 6 p.m.,
 S.U. Almaden 





 Lent daily 
mass,  
noon; "Exploring Catholic Faith." 
7:30  
- 9 p.m., Campus Christian Center 





 CENTER: Brown Bag 
Seminar: Dr. Maria Ortiz, noon - 1 
p.m., Wahlquist Library North, Room 
307, call 924-2707 
or 924-42815. 





 p.m., Duncan Hall 135, 
call 924-4900. 
GOLDEN  KEY NATIONAL 
HONOR SOCIETY: General 
Meeting, 7 p.m., 
BC
 123. Call 354-
9608.
 
MIS CLUB: General meeting 
with  
guest speaker, 4:30  5:30 p.m., BC 15, 
call (510) 790-1007. 
NATIONAL PRESS 
PHOTOGRAPHERS ASSOC. : 
Meeting, 7:30 p.m., AS. Council 
Chambers,
 call 924-3245. 
PHI ALPHA
 THETA & THE 
HISTORY DEPARTMENT: Dr. 
Michael  Otten, "Karl 
Marx. No 




Brown Bag Lunch, 
Noon- 1:30 p.m.,




meeting.  7:30 p.m., 






Presentation  by Ben 
Recktenwald, 5:30 
p.m., S. U. 











By Brian Harr 
Daily staff writer 
In 
1974 the world lost 
legendary  
jazz singer Duke 
Ellington.  Tonight at 
8 p.m. the SJSU Music Department 
presents Duke: A Music 
Master,  the 
first  of four tributes to him. 
The show has been in the works for 
two years
 in the head of its director 
and SJSU faculty member Baomi 
Butts-Bhanji. 
The students involved have been 
working 
for  two semesters. 
"The cast members have been real-
ly diligent and committed," Butts-
Bhanji  said. 
The 
performances
 will be held 
tonight, Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday nights in SPX 219. The 
show will be 
performed
 by 12 cast 
members, three dancers and five musi-
cians. 
The
 show will stait 
with his earlier 
works of 
the 1940s and work
 up to the 
time of his death. It will 
feature





 Indigo" and "Satin 
Doll." 
"He introduced a type
 of jazz that 
was also danceable," 
Butts-Bhanji  
said. He wrote for orchestra, sympho-
ny, film, theater
 and dance, he annual-
ly wrote and 




 this show is different
 
than any 
other  Ellington tribute, said 
Butts-Bhanji, 
is
 that her rendition 
includes
 pieces from the "Sacred 
Concert," 
a piece put together for 
the  
dedication
 of Grace Cathedral in 1965. 
Butts-Bhanji 
not only directed the 
show but is also a 
performer. She 
toured with Harry 
Belafonte
 for a year 
in 
Canada.  Germany and Cuba and 
toured by 

















 - A 
trendy 
nightspot  












rescinded  a ban on 





 thwart boozing and brawling.
 
Chasers Bar & Grill had 
danced 
around the ban since
 its opening in 
January 
by
 calling itself "Club Fudd" 
and issuing
 private membership 
cards  
to 




-person  council couldn't
 
muster a majority to amend the 
ban 
then because two 
members  had been 
recalled
 over an unrelated issue, and 
one of the three still in office opposed
 
the change. 
So, the new council on Monday 
adopted an ordinance that provides 
dance permits for places like Chasers, 
where music ranges from jazz to  adult 
contemporary to country -western. 
Permits will be reviewed periodically 
to make sure there aren't any prob-
lems. 






health and safety of the 
citizens of 
Riverbank," City Manager Brian Cox 
said on '111Csday. 
"There's
 no reason 
to believe that 








 off the 
tnusic in 
1962  at this fanning
 cormnu-
nity 100




"Riverbank  got 
a pretty bad 
name 
as far as 









 a revival 
of 
dancing.1/ance




















 to enact the 
ban. 
He is pushing
 for a similar 
vote to 














 she hopes the 
council's action 
will 
end the issue and
 the publicity 
generated by 
Chasers  trouble 
getting  a 
permit. 
"We became 
a laughing joke." 
she 
said -Mat 
was  a shame." 
Copenhagen.
 
"Those countries have an apprecia-
tion for jazz that this country doesn't 
have," she said. 
Butts-Bhanji's two daughters will 
be performing 
with her. Her youngest 
daughter is 10, the other is an account-
ing major and a graduating senior at 
SJSU professor of dance and 
choreographer of the show, Annette 
Macdonald, said "Baomi is a fabulous 
jazz  singer ... she's a pro." 
During 
one  of the pieces, "Four 
Sophisticated




Thursday  and Friday 
the 
show 
will  be put on by Just for 
Tonight,
 maker of ladies designer 
evening  wear. 
Saturday night the fashion show 
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Must  be 
Turned










SJSU MEN'S SUPPORT 
GROUP AND RESIDENT 
ADVISERS: Men and Women: Are 
they really opposite sexes?, 8 p.m.. 
Dining 









A. S. STUDENT ELECTION 
BOARD: Candidate Orientation, 3:30 
p.m., Engineering Auditorium, call 
924-6240.
 
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Christian 
worship. 5:15 p.m.; Dinner fellowship, 
6- 7:30 p.m. Campus Christian Center 




noon. Campus Christian 
Center
 Chapel 
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p.m.,  H611116, 















































Let the City of 
San Jose know that the 
students  of SJSU 
support
 the continued closure












 is open to all 
students,  faculty, 
staff,
 and is 
sponsored
 by the City 




 Task Force. 
For more 
information

















 8th and 
Thursday.
 Apnl 9th, 1992 
lime: 930 a.m to 300 p m 
Place: San Carlos Street (sinon.) 
Applications:
 
A, nibble in the A  
SlIostneNntBfwe and the 
AS
 
Offtre rendera Ihnonlor 
.MI.1,  Menne! Alexandre. 
KU.
 t barman at NM 9144140 
Deadline: 
Applu 




















 involved in 
































Stop by the Associated 
Students Office, 3rd 
Floor 
Student
 Union, or call 


















Students and 3 positions
 on the Academic 
Senate  
which you








Academic  Affairs 
Business Affairs 
'alifomia




























 1992 ELECTION TIMELINE 
Applications Available 
Monday, March 2 
I )cadline:  A.S. 
Fiction
 Wed., March 11 
Initiative Petition 
last








 Match 12 
'ampaigning Begins 
Monday.
 Match lh 
'andidate





























































 in the 
library
 the other day 
where I should have been
 
working on one of my 
three 
major 
projects  due 
sporadically
 







 wander to other things. 
I thought about how
 pleasant the 
weather was 
outside
 and how nice it 
would to be out 
on
 the golf course 
right about then. 
Knowing  full well there was no 
way I could 
get  away with 
skipping
 
out on my scholarly 
obligations, 
and being the 
professional  
procrastinator that I 
am, I opted 
instead to look up a 
little  history. 
However, not just any history. I 
decided to look
 up the history of 
golf. I wanted to know
 the names of 
who was 
behind  it all. 
Amazingly enough, the 
rust
 
encyclopedia  I 
looked
 in didn't have 
an entry for golf. The 
second  
encyclopedia, 
however,  not only 
had
 
an entry but had 12 
pages of 
reading,  as 
well,  including 
photos, 
diagrams and charts. 
All about 
golf.  I was 
overwhelmed. 
Before the book got 
into the 




 itself in all its 
simplicity. 
This is what it said: 
"Golf is a 
sport  in which a player 
uses a long -shafted
 club to propel a 
small, hard ball 
around  a large
 
area 
of land, or 







The  object is to put the 
ball into 
the holes in order, 
using  the least 
possible  number of 
shots  (strokes). 
Each player is entirely
 responsible 
for his own success 
or failure and 
may not interfere 
with  the play of 
an opponent. 
Golf  is played by 
men  
and 
women  of all ages. The game 
may be 
played  by two or more 
individual opponents or by 
opposing teams." 
Oh is that all, I asked myself 
rhetorically. 




thought  it was so hard. 
Ne.,
 it went on to 
describe 
how golf is 
played.
 But first  
it discussed the
 course itself. 
"A golf course covers
 from 50 to 
150 
acres  of ground, 
preferably  on 
rolling
 terrain. 
It is a large grassy area,
 with 
obstacles
 (tall grass, 
trees  and 
bushes), called
 the rough, 
and 
hazards (sand 
and  water) 
throughout.  
The course




 each representing 
a 
unit of 
competition  in 
itself."
 
This  was all interesting enough, 
but I still hadn't discovered 
who 
invented the game.
 1 wanted to 
know who was responsible. 
Finally, after
 several pages of 
learning about the equipment, 
methods of competing
 and scoring, 
basic rules and 
skills  and 
techniques, I came to what I was 
looking for  The Origin And 
Development Of Golf. 
I learned
 that the word golf is 
derived from a 
Germanic  word 
meaning "club." 
Other than the name, 
however,  
the 
game is entirely Scottish in 
origin.  it seems as though the first 
rules and standards 
were  set by the 
Honourable 
Company  of Edinburgh 
Golfers in 1744.
 Prior to the 
organization of this group 
disputes  
were settled by senior players on 
the course. 
. 
On March 17, 1744 
(while  the 
Irish were celebrating St. 
Patrick's  
Day I suppose) the 
Honourable 
Company
 petitioned the 
Edinburgh  
town  council to provide a 
silver
 
club to be 
competed for 
annually.  






who  would then have 
the  final 
word on all 
disputes  touching the 
game. 
Ten years 
later a golf group





formed  the first 
golf 
competition 



























formed  the 
basis





















































Daily staff wnter 
The 
women  Spartans lost 
to the gymnasts of 
California  State 
University,
 Fullerton Friday 
in a meet where 
injuries





sprained  her ankle 
in
 warm-ups and was
 taken from 
competition. 
"We have four 
meets  left," said 
Spartan
 womens' coach 
Jackie 
Walker, "and we 
want  her for those 
meets. Ann -Marie 
Taylor fell 
from the uneven
 bars and could 
not continue to 
perform  the 
remaining  balance beam 
and floor routines. 
The Fullerton 
Titans  finished first 
with 187.60 points 
to 122.30 
for SJSU,
 a score that 
showed  Than 
strength.
 Now rated 
among 
the nation's
 top 20 
womens'
 gymnastic 









which  judges 
award
 bonus points. 
First in the 






38.25  points 
out  of a 
maximum




Wendy  Minch 
and  Troi 




 37.20 and 
35.90  points. 




 and fifth 
with 
3545







 on three 
of the four 
events 
and 
scored  9.25 









walk-overs  and 
splits  for a 




somersault  on 
the  vault for 
9.70. She 





 nine or 
over




finished  first on 







 for the 
Spartans,  
scored
 9.00 on 
the floor 
exercise  and 






 vault for 
a score of 
8.75 and 









01cLand  tied 
for






with  four 
members  
for




























University  of 





































 Top 20 


















 us national recogni-
tion." 
SJSU  has 
been  a part 
of
 the top 
20 teams for 
the last two 
years,  yet 
Strahan 
added  that it is 
never  auto-
matic.
 "You have to 
earn it," she 
said. 
The NCAA's 
Top 20 poll 
is 
released every 
two  weeks. 
Rankings
 
reflect  a team's 
season
 performance 






which  is how 
SJSU can tie 
with Massachusetts, 






has  a current 
record
 of 7-3 
'This is very 
important


















No.  3 team, 
St.
 Mary's and 
Stanford,  both of 
which  didn't 
make
 














 gain a 
place 
within
 the top 20 teams
 select-
ed to play





hopes  to take 
her 










giving  the team 
some 
trouble 










game at the 
University










"When  we hit 
stride
 and catch 
fire, we have 
to start 
all




Of the 18 
players  on the 
team,
 
Anne Walsh is 

















Strahan  said. "We 
have
 a 



















 Thursday and 
Cal State 
















 didn't just 
have  a losing 
season  
 now they've 




 coach Tina 
Krah announced 
her  resignation 
Tuesday,
 after a six -year 
stint at SJSU, 
according
 to a press release. 
Krah was one of four  
women who 
filed a grievance of gender 
discrimina-
tion complaint against SJSU Athletic 
Director Thomas Brennan after he dis-
tributed a memo to 
staff  members in 
November of last year. 
While the women's basketball 
team is still reeling from the disap-
pointment of its loss -marred season, 
they now must face the reality of 
searching for a new coach.
 Krah's res-
ignation
 will be effective March 31, 
1992, when
 
her current contract 
expires. 
Brennan stated that the university 
intends on beginning the search for a 
new
 coach immediately. He added that 
the
 final
 recommendation for the 
vacant position 
will  receive input from 
SJSU's Athletics Board, according to 
the 
press release. 
"We are committed to identifying 
an individual who can both emphasize 
the educational
 mission of the intercol-
legiate athletics department and 
devel-
op a winning tradition 
on
 the basket-
ball court," Brennan said. 
MEXICO
 
















for two adults 
aboard
 the 
luxury ocean liner, M.V. 
Pacific Star from San 
Diego, Calif. to 
Mexico, 
along with 4 
days  and 3 




at the Hotel 
Paralso  Las 
Palmas





 port departure 6 times weekly, every
 week of year. 
* 
Tickets  valid for I year from date of purchase,
 transferable. 
* 9629 retail value. * 




















Mai DAY Mallootride Ticket 
Service. MYNA dethered within 
34 hour, via redo.'
 towns. 







Registry Bahamas All dates are sibied to livallatelity 
Soring
 Break nd guaranteed




travel  dates am warmed 
h twang only, by las whelp lday refund policy, 
shipping. hsurance.
 nc rAg.
 AA Wes Ini meats added* 30 day advanced reservation notice 
A 
winning
 tradition is 
what  Krah 
wasn't able to 









2-25.  SJSU was 
1-17 in the 
Big West. In her six seasons as SJSU's 
head 
coach,  Krah's overall 
record 
stands at 17-146
 and her Big 
West  
record was 5-103. 
Krah's most 
success  came in the 
1989-90 
year. She led the 
SJSU to the 
Big West 
Tournament,
 beating San 
Diego State in the first
 round before 
falling to UNLV. 
Prior to assuming the 
head  role at 
Krah spent eight years as an 
assistant coach at Michigan State, 
where she 




 appreciate the opportunity
 that 
San Jose State 
gave  me to achieve 
my 
goal of 
being  a head coach at the 
Division 1 level, I learned a lot about 
coaching during my time here, 
despite  
the number of losses. The next
 place I 
go, I will have a broad range of 
experi-
ences to draw 
on," Krah said. 


























tired at  the close 
of her 
performance.





























 along the mat. 
The 





 was "scratched," or 
removed
 from the
 list of 
competitors
 for











for possible spinal 
damage
 and 





 got up. She remained 
seated







with  a neck support 
collar
















still  stiff," she said 
with 
a 
smile  as 
she 


























































































 of California 
at Santa 
Barbara 
invitational  meet 
Friday. 
Stanford 




nation in men's 
gymnastics,  won 
with 
283.95 points 
out  of a possible 
300 
maximum  team score.
 Second and 
third were 






 Mike! Irizar 
was  
10th
 among the 22 
all-around  gym-
nasts
 who competed 
on
 all six events. 
He finished ninth in 
a field of 48 paral-
lel bar performers.
 Irizar scored 9.45 
on the floor routine,
 landing the tum-
bling routines that
 have troubled him
 
at other meets this 
season. The maxi-
mum score for




on every event since
 suffering a hand 
injury at the 
Spartan  Invitational Jan. 
10.  He has performed on the 
pommel
 
horse and floor exercise gradually 








all  around 
score















 had a 9.2 
on a high 
bar 














moves are risky because 
gymnasts  
let








successful,  they 
regrasp 
the bar to 




































 University at 
San 
Luis Obispo 












By Chrislal Niederer 
Daily staff 
writer 
The San Jose State hockey club 
became 
the  state hockey champi-
ons after
 winning four play-off 
games this 
weekend in Fresno. 
They carried home
 the Wardon 
Cup, as well as all the
 other four 
trophies available at the tourna-
ment. 
Ian McKenzie was awarded 
High Scorer
 of the Year, with 31 
goals and 21 assists. 
Ron Glasow
 was honored as 
Coach  of the Year and Lou Siville 
as Goalie of the Year. 
The club defeated Orange Coast 
College 15-2 on Friday, beat SDSU 
5-3 on Saturday and scraped by the 
University of California at 
San  
Diego 2-1 on Sunday. 
The Spartans won 
4-1  in the 
final game 
against St. Mary's to 
clinch  the state championship. 
Tom Almeida 
goaltended
 in the 
final game





standing goalie?' Siville said. 
"He 
played  out of his 
mind."
 
Martin Denis scored the open-
ing goal of the final 
game, as well 
as the third. Elliot Chung slapped 
the
 second goal in and 
Ian 
McKenzie
 added the final goal. 
Tony Destro and Scott Bennett 
"played awesome games," Siville 
said. Joel Jenkins 
racked
 up an 




Spartans met Gonzago 
University
 
Tuesday night for rights 
to
 the Hockey West Title 
at
 the 
Eastridge Ice Arena. 
SJSU is 
undefeated  entering 
Tuesday's matchup 
with a record 
of 17-0.
 They are battling for brag-
ging

























11am-12pm Keynote  
Speaker, Elizabeth 
Munoz  
4 2 - 



















2:30-3:30pm Y -Me: 





















6-8pm  Take 
Back
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ball coach, will have to look away 
from the
 Santa Clara 
County  
court  
system if he 
wants to prove that SJSU 
fired 
him  wrongfully. 
In a recent ruling handed down by 
the Santa Clara County Court of 






$500,000  in a wrongful
 terrnina-
tion suit 
was turned down. The suit 
was routed back to the Superior Court 
which has been ordered by the appeals 
court
 to dismiss the case. 
Gilbert was fired by former SJSU 
President 
Gail
 Fullerton in March 
1990. Reasons cited at the time 
included his recruiting practices. 
According to court records, Gilbert 
claims he was wrongfully fired by 
Fullerton and
 former Athletic Director, 
Randy
 Hoffman, without compensa-
tion for his five-year
 contract. The 
appellate court ruling also says Gilbert 
can't seek 
arbitration  right now. 





 Galaxy of the World League 
of American Football at their training 
camp in New Braunfels, Texas and 
had no comment on the court ruling
 
against him. The  team 
leaves for 
Germany later this week. 
Gilbert's  lawyer, Gary Olympia 
could not be 
reached
 for comment. 
Mother, two daughters 
killed in Oakland shooting 
OAKLAND (AP)  A shooting 
Tuesday that claimed the lives of a 
woman and her two daughters and 
injured a toddler may have been the 
retaliatory work of drug dealers, rel-
atives
 of the victims said. 
Two  or more gunmen stood out-
side the front ground -level
 bed-
rooms where the victims were 
sleeping 
and fired semiautomatic 
weapons through the windows, said 
police Sgt.
 John McKenna. 
Two other occupants, the tod-
dler's mother and great-grandmoth-
er, were asleep in other parts
 of the 
apartment  occupied by four genera-
tions of the same family. 
They  were 
not injured, It. Mike 
Simms  said. 
Police identified the dead as 
Laura 
Taylor, 40, and her 
daughters,  
Tomika Jacobs, 14, and 
Myesha 
Jacobs, 
16. The fourth 
victim, 2 -
year
-old Tony Redd, was treated 





Relatives  of the dead woman 
told 
the San Francisco 
Examiner  
that the 
shooting  may have been a 
retaliation for the 
reported testimony 
of Charlotte 
Barker, 23, against 
local drug dealers. Barker is the 
mother of the 2 -year-old victim. 
Barker, 
who  was sleeping in  the 
house at the time of the shooting, 
was not injured. 
The family 
members
 said that 
drug dealers applied a hot spoon to 
Barker's face and body a month ago 
in 
Emeryville. The torture was 
apparently in reprisal for the testi-
mony,  relatives said. 
"They also hit her with a ham-
mer," said Willie Cooper, Laura 
Taylor's uncle. 
"It's a police let -down," Cooper 
said. "The police were aware of it 
(Barker's testimony against 
drug
 
dealers) for more than a month. 
Finally, they came and took the lives 
of innocents." 
The child's great-grandmother, 
whose name was not released, had 
lived for 11 years in the apartment, 
Simms said. 
Police said they were looking 
into the theory. "At this time in our 
investigation 
we have not specified a 
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busiest  
night










































































 the vote 
in a three-
way race. 
Elsewhere  he 
























percent  of 














protest  vote 




Duke  was 










































































 turned to 
Illinois and 
Michigan.  















England.  He 
targeted 























 a victory 
rally 
in Illinois; 
Tsongas  at 
home  in 
his 
New  England 
base. 












































































Florida, to 31 
percent
 for Tsongas 











































ahead  to 
Michigan.  




























































was  stung 





















































days  by 
Sen.  Tom 
Harkin 
of



















manager,  Fred 
Malek,  
signalled


































































 for full Mall* See out
 





 In your college 
bookatore 
With 421 Republican
 delegates at 
stake, the
 prospect was 
for  a huge har-
vest for 
Bush.  The president
 entered 
the night 
with  184 in the 
Associated 
Press tally, to 
20 for Buchanan. 
It 
takes
 1,105 to 












during  the 
night.  He 
began  with 275, 













Bush  met with 
Republicans  at the 
White  House as he 






 five other  
states.
 
If Buchanan was 
going to spring an 
upset, 
Louisiana looked 
like his best 
chance,
 and he campaigned
 by radio 
interview




















SANTA CLARA (AP)  All 
Thane Gash wanted was a contract 
and a chance. 
The 
26 -year -old safety got both 
from the San Francisco 49ers, who 
signed him as their first Plan B free 
agent acquisition. 
Gash was 
left  unprotected by the 
Cleveland Browns after missing all of 
last season because of a serious neck 
injury. 
Before joining the 49ers, he 
was 
turned away by 
Buffalo, which saw 
him as too much of a physical risk. 
"(The Bills) checked me out and 
said everything was fine. It was just 
unknown territory
 and they didn't 
want to take a chance," Gash said. 
The 49ers gave Gash a clean bill of 
health, based on reports 
from spinal 
specialist  Dr. Robert Gambert and 




"There is danger for anybody who 
plays the game. We're all aware of 
that. 
If
 there had been (medical prob-
lems),
 we wouldn't have passed him," 
said coach George Seifert. 









 including a 
$150,000  signing 
bonus,
 and was introduced at a 
Tuesday news
 conference. 
"All that I was 
asking  for during 
the  whole Plan B thing 
was an oppor-
tunity  to come in and 
show
 what I 
could do, what I 
have done in the 
past
 
and what I 
anticipate
 on doing again." 
Gash said. "I've got 
my strength back 
and everything," he added. 
You 
wouldn't believe how excited 
I am. 




 step towards getting back to 
the NFL." 
Gash 




last summer while weightlift-
ing 
and underwent surgery to fuse two 
vertebrae. It was the first major injury 







 in a row. 




standably," Gash said. 
'the 49ers plan 
to have Gash compete for the free 
safety spot, which they've had trouble 






Taste our GOLD 
MEDAL winner Tied House Dark, 
our SILVER MEDAL 
winner
 Tied House Dry, 









954 Villa St. 
Mountain View 
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the  Independence 
High









tion. Patterson was in an 
all -terrain
-vehicle  acci-










Front  Page 
people 




pose  when their team needed a time-out, said 
Rick Mason, the coach
 for the San Jose Sting. 
Patterson
 and his teammates
 must learn to 
ram each 
other at high speeds,
 and trap each 
other by 
locking
 wheels. They 
sometimes  slam 
fingers in the 
crash  or get feet 
caught
 in their 
spokes. Other 
players can steal the 
ball out of 
each other's lap. 
"It's a lot of fun
 and work," said the sandy -
haired, soft-spoken
 Patterson. With
 no finger 
function and 
limited
 arm use, he has
 fewer 




 he likes spending
 time with 
other  disabled people 
because  he can see the 
things that they can 
do and try to add their 
skills to his own 
abilities.  He also enjoys the 
motivation  they 
give
 him to keep 
training.  
"You have to give







 said. Mason 
will  keep 
after 
Patterson
 if he doesn't 
show up to prac-
tices. "I 
don't accept 'I don't 
feel up to it, or I 
don't have 
time
 or I'm in school."  
"I'm not one 
to do it all on 
my own," 
Patterson
 said. "I need 





Ile got out 
of
 sports for a couple 
of
 years to 
work on his degree,
 and got back into 
training 
this  semester because 




 of classes. 
"Rich let 
himself get out of 






Dwyer helps Patterson 
train for an hour, 
three times a 
week.  
Patterson 
doesn't  have a good 
grip, so it's 
hard for him to 
work  out with 
traditional
 
weights.  Dwyer acts 








 his shoulders and neck,  
but mostly focus 
on his arms so 
Patterson
 can have the strength 
and 
endurance
 to push 
his wheelchair.
 
"I'm going to be a 
marshmallow," Patterson 








about  15 minutes after 
exercising  
before he regains the
 strength push 
himself
 
back to his van, he said. 
Patterson  broke his 
neck in 1982 
when  the 
three
-wheeled  Alt he 




and threw him over
 a cliff, permanently
 
paralyzing 




was  19. 
Rich told the
 story of 








was  riding with a 
friend who had not
 
explained to 
him how to operate 
the bike safely, 
he said. 
"I just 
hopped on the bike and 
took  off," he 
said.
 
"I had a real 
hard  time," 
after
 the injury, 
Patterson said. 
"I
 closed myself 
in."
 For a cou-
ple of 
years, Patterson




 his handicap. 
He 
would  go to bed 
wondering  what 
was 




and  friends got 
sick
 of his self-
pity,
 and finally 
succeeded




to school and get 






 San Jose 
City 
College, and 
is working on 














 and able-bodied 
kids. 
"Kids
 are fun  to be 
with,"  he said. 
"They're  
up to 





 how much 
credit  he owes 
his friends and 
family for being 
supportive  and 
helping him reach
 for his goals. 
"They
 got me back 
on my feet 
again,"
 he 
said. "They're my 
vitamins." 





by Christal Niederer 
ey ee 
e associate 
pro  essor o 
human
 performance at 
SJ.
 U, 
advises  Patterson 
about
 his career 
choices.  Patterson 
hopes











 with his physi-
cal  therapist 




 major, are 
often  painful 
Above: 
Therapist
 Dwyer, whose 
hand is 
placed
 on Patterson's 
forehead,  takes time 






built  van, equipped with 
an electrical ramp 
and  a 
cellular  
phone  
Patterson calls it his "umbilical
 cord to life." 












TODAY  - Sunny




- Sunny with a high 
or
 69 degrees. 





MEXICO CITY (AP) - Federal officials 
say they have issued arrest 
warrants  for 21 
people suspected of running drugs across the 
border to the United States. They say the 
gang may have smuggled as much as 70 tons 
of cocaine. 
Some of the suspects are
 already in cus-
tody on other drug charges; some at 
are at 
large,
 Assistant Attorney General Jose
 Elias 
Romero Apis told reporters late 
Monday.  He 
said arrest
 warrants and extradition orders 
simultaneously in 
the  United States. 
Romero 
said the gang operated out of 
Ciudad Juarez
 across the border
 from El 
Paso, 
Texas.  
Three of the suspects 
are  U.S. citizens and 
the rest are Mexican 
citizens, he said. 
Customs  









 off the job Tuesday 
for  
the second straight day,
 backing up traffic at 
the Portuguese border 
post  of Vilar Formoso 




The  strike,  which is expected 
to
 continue 
Wednesday, was called by customs
 workers 
who want 




Community  members drop intra-
EC border 
checks  on Jan. 1. 
About 85 
percent
 of the country's 16,000
 
customs  employees have 
not worked the past 
two days, 
news reports said. 
Earlier 
strikes




but  no delays 
were reported









-Spanish  border over the 






Africans fail in 
effort to ease 
ivory 
trade  ban 
KYOTO, Japan
 (AP) - Four southern 
African countries hinted 
Tuesday they may 
ignore an international
 ban on ivory sales 
after failing to 
have  rules eased on trading in 
other elephant products. 
The threat 
from  Zimbabwe, Namibia, 
-Botswana and 
Malawi
 came after they angrily 
withdrew a proposal
 to continue a voluntary
 
moratorium
 on trading 





 and hides. 
The  four nations, 
joined  by South 
Africa,
 
said income from 









 at the 
Convention 
on International
 Trade in 
Endangered 
Species,  or CITES. 
Meanwhile,
 Japan succeeded
 lbesday in 
heading
 off a proposal
 to ban trade in 
western 
Atlantic bluefin  
tuna
 - a popular 
ingredient  
in 
sushi. The withdrawal 
of the Swedish pro-
posal drew 





 which charged 





 the focus of heated 
debate 
since delegates
 from 112 
nations 
opened 
the  two-week 
conference  
March  2. 
Many 
conservationists




 meat and hides






the gains in 
elephant protection
 that have 









 that other 
nations were 










 by some 
delegates 
is being given to 
political  pressure 
and an 
election  fever in 








 and a panel 
of CITES 
experts had expressed





CITES  makes 
serious
 compro-
mises, CITES itself runs the risk of becoming 
an endangered species," said Botswana's del-
egate, Ponatshego H.K. Kedilcillwe. 
Kedikillwe
 said the southern Africans 
might quit the treaty or sell ivory 
to non -sig-
natory countries, something they are allowed 
to do because they lodged "reservations"
 
when the convention banned trade in African 
ivory in 1989. "We will consider all the 
options," he said,
 
About one-fourth of the 600,000 African 
elephants live in southern Africa, and the 
southern Africans say the space the animals 
need and the damage they cause create an 
excessive burden on their 
nations. 
They already are killing some elephants to 
keep herd sizes under control.
 
In




Africans, delegates also refused to accept an 
easing of restrictions
 on trade in rhinoceros 
horns, which are considered an aphrodisiac in 








 (AP) - Taiwan's Health 
Department on Tuesday 
suspended the use of 
a common childhood 
vaccine
 made by a 
Canadian 
company  after 
newspapers
 said five 
infants had died within 
three  days of receiv-
ing doses. 
Officials  said the agency 
would  halt the 
use of the 
DPI vaccine - 
used
 to immunize 
children against 
diphtheria,  pertussis, or 
whooping  cough, and 
tetanus  - while it 
awaited a 
detailed  explanation
 from the 
Toronto -based 
Connaught  Laboratory 
for a 
detailed explanation. 
"We are trying to 
determine  the true medi-




spokesman  Don 
McKibbin  told The  
Associated  Press in 
Toronto. McKibbin
 
described  his 
company





 and said its 
DPT  














 in use all
 
over 
the  world," 
he said, 
adding that
 the lot 
sold to 
Taiwan 

























 of the 
Pasteur  
Merieux  
group,  the 
world's 
largest  
manufacturer  of 
vaccines  for 
human use. 












vaccine  in the 
United  States. 
Doctors  have 
conducted  
autopsies
 oc the 
victims but have 












to two - 
where have
 you been? 
0 Why
 does the Surgeon
 
General









accused  of? 
0 Who are the three SJSU 
presidential  candidates still in 
the running? 
0 What branch of the U.S. 
government is investigating
 
SJSU's  athletics department?
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The SPARTAN DAILY 
makes
 no claim for products
 or 
services
 advertised below 
nof  Is 
there
 any guarantee implied. 
The  
classified  columns of tIra 
Spartan 
Daily consist of paid 
advertising
 
and offerings are not 
approved or 
verified by 






 STATE YEARBOOK 




 MEDICAL /HEATH 
Insurance 
coverage for students 
thru
 Blue Cross of 
California.
 
Rates as low as $20. per month.
 
A 
Dental Care plan is also available 
torn.
 little as $4.75 per 
month.
 








 out 3 hours per week as a 
Community 
Friend.  providing social 
support to those suffering from 
mental
 illness. Great 
experience for psych. mors. 
We train. (408) 
436-0606.  
AFRICAN CONNECTIONS 
Books and undue African gifts. 
463
 So, Bascom Ave. 
San lose. CA. 95128.279-3342. 
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN 
Office visits, teeth cleaned and 
1 -rays - no charge, 
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH 
Enroll now! For brochure see 
A.S.
 Office or 
Call
 8006553225. 
EARN US for your fraternity. 
sorority, club or business by selling 
silkscreened t.shirts or sweatshirts 
w/ your custon
 design or logo 
(6 color max) Quality printing 
conveniently located in Santa Clara 
Call Brainstorm Graphics for a 
quote today'!! 498-8343. 
AMAZING SECRETS REVEALED!!! 
Get free grants 
up to $500,000, 




back? Get 10-20 secured 
credit  
cards at only 8% with $4000. 
Instant 
credit.
 Complete listing of 
govt rob openings from $25k  
-63k. 
For Information write 
to:  I.C.S. Box 
3205. Saratoga, CA, 
95070-1205.  







financial  aid 
is 





 Corp. can 




















 is a terrible 
thing to waste.'
 


























































































CLASSIC  2/40, $900. 
System 6.01
 07 Software. Excel-
lent condition.
 Call 408 
238.0396.  
MAC 
SE/30  200 MEND,
 ext, key-
board.Imagewnter  2 






 II PRINTER for Mac 
2 years old, never used. 
$250. or 




RED HONDA ELITE 160 SCOOTER 
Pop up 
lite digital dash, only 
2,300 







 11 & 
13 at SJSU 
amphi-
theater. 10-2 pm. Mar. 12 at DZ 
House. 
Raffle,
 food, prizes and lots 
of fun! Come help us 
raise money 
for deaf student scholarship! 
SIGMA PI FRATERNITY Spring 
Rush informational meeting Friday 
3/13, Student Union Almaden 
Room, noon -2. Come by, or for fur-
ther information call 279.5754. 
HELP WANTED 
DANCE TEACHERS! 
Flexible schedule - mornings 
Car required. Start immediately. 
Call belie at 
996-8955  
TUTORS:
 Miracle Tutoring can cut 
your advertising
 costs & provide 
student
 referrals 1-800788-0952. 
HOMEWORKERS NEEDED NOW!! 
Earn $1,000. weekly mailing our 
circulars in your 
spare  time at 
home! Guaranteed! Free supplies  Ai 
postage! Easy money! Begin nowt 
No experience necessary! 
Free details! Send L 
SASE
 to 
SMS, Dept. Col -11A, Box 610, 
Cordova, TN 38018-0610 









Fun, fast paned atmosphere. Must 
be energetic, enthusiastic, depend-
able and neat in appearance 
Apply in person at 
PASTA MIA:
 
2565 No. First Street
 (at Trimble). 






out  simple 
'like/dent like' form. EASY, Fun, 
relaxing at horne, beach, vacations 
Guaranteed
 paycheck. 




POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! 
Many
 positions.
 Great benefits Call 




Full or part time positions 
available. 
Flexible hours On -the -
rob training. 
No experience 









87.00 - 8.00 PER HOUR 
Fullt dm or Parttime 
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS 





Free uniforms or non uniformed, 
Referral 
bonus  
Apply Mon.- Fri 8 am , Spin 
Vanguard Security Services 
3212 Soon Blvd Santa Clara 
Eletw. San Tomas/Okott near 101. 
PARAMOUNT 
PICTURES SEEKS 
San Jose State Junior Marketing 
major for 
a San Jose college 
internship.
 Campus and other
 
publicity and promotion for  new 




 Resume to: 
S. Poynor,131.A,
 605 Market #80, 
SF, CA 94105
 or fax 415 543.7765 
by March




downtown  San lose
 seeks: 
afternoon TEACHER
 w/ min. 12 
units ECE + 
exp.  and pre-school 
AIDE w/ 
min. 6 units ECE 
for 






 - LOOKING FOR 
TOP  
fraternity,  sorority, or 
student 
organization that would like to earn 
$500.-$1500. for one week
 
on -campus marketing 
progect.  









- $12.00 per hour! 
Will train. Full or part time,
 
Flexible hours. 






EXTRA INCOME FOR 1992? 




 For details. 





1019 Lk. Sherwood' 
Orlando,  FL 
32818.
 





















 Willow Glen 2 bdrin 
apt.  new. It. rail Pool & laundry
 
$362.50
 + dep. 265-8553. 
Ill RISE 
OLDO,  BRIGHT, AIRY 
1 BR. 
Apts with A LK 
,DW,AC,  gated 
covered parking, 
intercom  entry, 
durolry. OK 
for 2 Rent from $695.
 
Also 
small  penthouse Quiet, nice 
for staff. 1 block from campus. 
Aspen Vintage Tower. 
297.4705.  
ROOMS  4 RENT 1 block from 
SJSU. 
Old Victorian house Rent 
ranges  
from 








Weakly  rates 
297-9458. 
ROYALE APTS. NOW RENTING 
2 
bdrm.  1 bath, starting $695 Free 
cable TV. Modern
 appliances Walk 
to SJSU, 
Call Tracy at 971-0869 
780 
S.
 11TH STREET APTS. 
2 bcfrm/2 bath. 
Start $745 
Walk or ride
 bike to school, 
Cable TV. 




 & very clean 
Call Richard or 
Denise  at 288-9157 
or leave message for manager. 
GATEWAY
 APTS, NOW ACCEPTING 
applications 
for Fall Lrg. 2 
harm
 2 
bath. Free cable TV. Game room vf/ 
pool table & 
ping  pong. BBQ area 
Corner of 
4th & William. Ideal for 
4 students. Call today. 847-0803 











11)00 am to 100 pm. 2958893.  
Village Apartments 578
 S. 5th St. 
311 SOUTH FOURTEENTH STREET 
Twenty-five  hundred square feet 
2 1/2 baths,
 3 bedrooms. 









THE ROOMMATE SERVICE 
3410 Stevens Creek San
 Jose 








Lookers Free - 
Havers $20. Fee. 
Over 100 
listings  available! 
The simplest and best way 











Quality  products at 
40-75%
 less 
than retail. Small 




 RESEARCH SERVICES. 
All subjects.








guaranteed  Reasonable 
Berkeley  (510) 841.5036. 
COLLEGE
 FUNDS FOR EVERYONE 
'Eligibility






 7 sources 
guraranteed  
'Over $10 billion in 
prrvate sector aid' 
For free info call: 
408 927-9299 
DROP-IN, 
PARTTIME  CHILD CARE.
 
Near 
19th  St, Ages 1 
1/2 - 2 1/2. 
$4./hr. 
Toilet trained not 
req.









 TRISH. Enhance 
your natural











621 E. Campbell Ave. 017 
Campbell,
 Cs 95008. 
VOICEMAIL 
$8.  PER MONTH. 
No deposit, 
installation or deposit 
costs 
Private  and secure 
Simple
 to use. For 
information:
 
Call 1 800 659.3356 
MEN - WOMEN





 tweezing. or 
using 
















price if made by 
5/31/92.  Hair Today Gone 
Tomorrow, 












VICE TO SAN 
JOSE!  Beginning Dec, 
12, try 
Amtrak's
 3 new daily trains 
to Sacramento, 
leaving  San lose at 
6.35
 am., 12:10 
ran.
 & 5:10pm. 
Trains 
stop  at Fairfield and 
Davis)  
From 
Sacramento,  Amtrak buses
 
continue 









 / Red 
Bluff
 / Redding. One 
Amtrak ticket 




 Jan. -April 
roundtrds  only $24. 
most
 days. 3 
daily departures also 
available from 
San lose to Fresno
 / Hanford / 
Bakersfield 
cm
 direct Amtrak 
bus to 






STUDY  ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA 
Information
 on semester. year, 
graduate, summer and 
internship programs in Perth. 
Townsville, Sydney. and Melbourne 
Programs 
start  at $3520. 
Call 1800878-3898. 





 plans now. 
Call  for low airfares. 
408 997.3647 Arlene. 
COLLEGE TOURS SPRING BREAK 
'92. Mazatlan $449. Cancun 
5529. 





HEADED FOR EUROPE 
THIS SUMMER? 
Just $269 will get you there 
(and/or  back!) ANYTIME, from 
SFO 
on a commercial jet,
 no 








 TYPE SETTING: 
term papers, theses, resumes, 
letters, 
advertisements,  and flyers. 
Quality 
and prompt service. 
Call
 Fen at (408) 247-3695 
THE TYPESMIFTH offers word 
processing  on a Macintosh Ilx with 
a Laser printer.
 I do term papers. 
reports, resumes. letters. 
I am in the Cambrian area. 
Call Joan M 4483370. 
WORDPROCESSING, 24 HOUR 
turn around. Legal & medical 






















WAY FRIENDLY HOME TYPIST 
Near De Anza & Valko 
Shopping
 Center, off Bollinger 
Word Perfect / Laser Printer. 




 PROF. W/P. 
Resumes, 
theses,  papers, busness 
plans.
 Grammar /spelling. 
Transcription.  Laser printer, 
FREE Pick up & delivery.  
Low rates. 
(408)  747.0335. 










 MLA, Turathan formats. 
Will  edit for correct grarnmar, 
punctuation, & 
sentence  structure: 
prepare  tables, and graphs; 





 edrt your DOS disk.) 
International Students Welcome! 
Willow







Science  and English 
papers our specialty.
 Free spell 
check/storage
 Low-cost editing 
and 
graphics.  Resumes and 
other services available. 
Masterson's
 Word Processing. 
Call Paul or Virginia 
251.0449.
 
I'D LOVE TO DO YOUR TYPING. 
Term 
papers,
 letters, resumes. 
Loc. near Moorpark & Saratoga. 
Call Mary Jane 
985-7819.  
GRAD STUDENTS! Call Marsha 
at 
266.9448  for assistance with all 




punctuation, sentence structure), 
tallies, graphs, 




International Students welcome! 




PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE 
Word Processing. Term Papers 
Theses, Graduate Work, APA & 
TuraNan. Desktop Publishing. 
Graphic Design & Layout. 
Laser Output 
Satisfacton Guaranteed 
VIRGILIO INTEGRATED PUBLISHING 




 UNDA TODAY 
for experienced, professional 
wordprocessing. Theses, term 





Transcription services available 
Almaden / 
Branham  area. 
Phone 2644504. 
A QUALITY TYPING SERVICE 
Term 
papers,  theses, resumes, 
letters & reports. All formats. 
Steno service. Pick up and delivery 
for large jobs. 20 years 
experience.  




8 am to 8 pm, 
at 251.6775. 




for all your 
TYPING needs. 
OVER -NIGHT turn-around 
for most papers 
(with advance notice). 
15 yrs. experience. Dependable! 
$2.00 per double spaced page 
Call Jude
 - 338.2279 (evenings)
 
GINA'S  WORDPROCESSING 









WHEN THE BEST 
IS ALL YOU NEED. 
PAPERS
 - 51 90/pg. and up 
RESUMES - $12.00 and up 
Laser 
Printer  - Spell Check 
English 
problems a speciahy! 
Open evenings and weekends. 
Minutes 






 term papers, reports 
resumes. letters 
Save time - Fax
 
your edits to me 
Quick return 15 years experience 




AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED 
wordprocessing! Term papers 
reports, 
group  papers, resumes. 
letters, theses. laserprinter, 























 AD  HERE. (Count approximately
 30 letters and spaces 
for each line. Punctuation 










 MINIMUM 3 LINES 
































$8.00 $9.00 $1000 $11 00 $12.00 
Each additional line: $1.00 
Each additional day: $1.00 




 10-14 lines 
$90.00 
15-19 lines: $110.00 








(   
SEND CHECK 
OR MONEY ORDER 
TO: 
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS 
San Jose State University 
San Jose, 
California 95192-0149 
 Classified desk Is 





days  before publication 
 Conseculkie
 publicaliors dales 
only
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receives  financial aid and 
was hoping 
to take 18 units next 
semester so she can 
get  out of school 
sooner.
 If the fee increase goes
 into 
effect 
next semester, she will have 
to 
spend less time with 
her little girl and 
more time working. 
"If there is a 40 percent fee 
increase in tuition," Carrasco said, 





to help finance college. That means I 
can't spend as much time with my 
daughter." 
Carrasco says that for a long time 
she believed that there was a way to 
&tit= college. She now thinks that if 
the fees go up, doors will be closed
 to 
those 
who  are presently barely getting 
by. 
"I am 
going to have to do what I 
gotta do," C. r.-asco said, as she bowed 
her 










 that would pay for 
nearly $3 billion in school and 
col-
lege construction and remodeling
 
are headed for California's June 





Legislature  on Tuesday 
approved a $1.9 billion bond pro-
posal for elementary and
 sec-
ondary schools and a $900 million 
proposal for college and 
university  
projects. 
The Assembly also passed a 
$900 million 
school  bond measure 
that
 could
 end up on thc November 
ballot, but the Senate temporarily 
sidetracked that proposal, saying it 
needed more work. 
Gov. Pete Wilson's
 office said 
the 
Republican  governor would 
quickly  sign the two June bond 
measures  a $1.9 
billion  proposal 
for elementary and secondary 
schools and a $900 million mea-





of State March Fong Eu said the 
two proposals
 passed in time to 
make the ballot, even though the 
official deadline MIS Jan. 23. 
"We told them that if they 
passed Tuesday we would take 




Under terms of 
the school bond 
measure, if voters reject that pro-
posal in June, an identical $1.9 
bil-
lion proposal 
would  be placed on 
the November ballot in hopes 
that
 
fall voters would be more agree-
able.  
The $900 million school bond 
proposal would only go on the 
November 
ballot  if the $1.9 billion 
proposal passed in June.
 
And the Senate, 
using parlia-
mentary  maneuvers
 to skirt an 




amendments that would rescue the 
legislative
 analyst and auditor gen-
eral from
 legislative budget cuts 
imposed by Proposition 140, the 






Earlier in the day, the Assembly 
refused to pass 
legislation  that 
would have waived the deadline 
and put the two 
constitutional
 
'We told them 
that if they 
passed 
Tuesday 





 for March Fong Eu 
amendments on the June ballot. 
The 
amendments  would remove 
the offices from 
the Legislature's 
budget. 
Backers said both the analyst's 
and auditor general's offices play 
vital roles in helping 
lawmakers  
evaluate spending proposals and 
state programs and would be crip-
pled or wiped out if left in the 
Legislature's budget. 
The Assembly 
passed the three 
bond measures 
by
 votes of 69-1. 
67-1 and 61-5. 
'Me 
Senate  votes were equally 
lopsided. Senators voted
 33-0 and 




voted  33-0 to refer 
the $900 million 
school  bond mea-




 the two 




 million child-care bond 
bill 
received  a 47-26 vote, seven 
short of the




 can try again for the 
November ballot. 
The  school and college bond 
proposals had been bottled up in 
the Assembly by a partisan dispute 
over developer fees. 
A 1986 law allows school
 dis-
tricts to impose fees on
 new resi-
dential
 and commercial construc-
tion 
to
 help finance new schools. 
The law contains a fee limit that 
is lifted if voters reject a statewide 
school bond 
measure.  Assembly 
Republicans  wanted language in 
the $1.9 billion bond measure 
retaining the fee limit through 1992 
regardless of the bond 
measure. 
Several speakers spoke about
 the 
increase and 
how  important it is to 




 vote against them," 
one of the protesters said,
 "then we 
may as 
well be voting for them.'  
Lori Richeson, a 
graduate  student 
in psychology,
 said she wouldn't be 
participating  in 
swinging
 at the pinata. 
She doesn't 
believe  that violence is 
the 
best way to get ideas across.
 
"I don't 
support it," Richeson said, 
"but! think that taking a swing at a 
Wilson Pinata shows the 
desperation 
people 
are  feeling." 
Richeson said that she
 is still pay-
ing off her Visa bill from her under-
graduate studies and 
questions how 
she will cope
 with the 40 percent fee 
increase if it is 
implemented
 this fall. 
"If I pay 40 percent more for my 
education," she
 said,
 "does that mean 
that the quality of my education will 









 Lower division 
transferees are 
students
 with less than 
56 units. 
"They
 are students 
attending com-
munity 
colleges,"  Stahl said, "and 
they  
still have 




 in the first
 group 
have alternatives,"
 because they could
 
attend school
 some place other
 than 
SJSU,  Ban said. 
He
 also said that 
the  
students
 in the second
 group need 
more time, and 
he
 wanted to make 
sure that those students had an oppor-
tunity to 
get  a higher education. 
The enrollment target
 for 1992-93 
is to maintain the number of students 
attending SJSU 
during  the fall of '92. 
The 
enrollment
 target is about 21,330 
Full -Time 
Equivalent
 Students or the 
number of 
students
 who average 12 
units.  
Batt expects to have about 17,000 
applications by the April 17 deadline. 
He said that the university would only 




From  Front Page 
Therefore, 





er the worst -case
 scenario." 
According to John Crane, dean of 
the College 
of Humanities and the 
Arts, the proposed cuts would affect 
the "number of faculty we can hire" 
which would in turn affect the number 
of courses being offered. 
If the worst -case scenario were to 
become reality, Crane said the college 
would
 face a $2 million deficit "less 




 of the budget is 
devoted to salaries,
 according to 
Crane, necessary cuts 
would  be made 
in faculty positions. 




 scenario, the $2 
million
 deficit 
would mean 50 faculty positions lost 
to the college, Crane said. 
But 
Crane said he would not dis-
cuss real 
terms,  fearing panic 
setting
 
in if the facts and figures were made 
public.  
Evans said part of the problem is 
that the university 
has been "absorbing 
budgets cuts for a long 
time"  which 
have been made broadly. This
 time, 
though, the cuts will have 
to
 be made 
deeply, Evans said. 
Asians











Wilson's  plan to  eliminate the 
state anti -tobacco
 advertising cam-
paign will hurt 
Asian  inunigiants, who 
smoke in far greater
 numbers than 
other
 Californians, 
community  health 
advocates 
said  Tuesday, 
Asian -American groups 
criticized 
the proposed cut, saying the ads are 
critical
 in educating refugees
 who 
often 
are  unaware of 
the  risks of 
smoking.  
Lillian Lew of the Southeast Asian
 
Health
 Project at St. Mary 
Medical
 
Center  in Long Beach said 
many 
immigrants "didn't even know there 
was a warning on the cigarette
 packs." 
Similarly, 39 
percent of smokers in 
Oakland's Chinatown don't know that 
smoking
 increases the chance of lung 
cancer, said Linda Okahara of the 
Asian Health 
Services  in Oakland. 
Between 




 communities are 
smokers, 
Okahara  said. 
The 
Wilson  administration has sus-
pended the $16 million
 a year anti-
smoking ads to help 
offset the state 











schools and to 
reduce
 money for com-






American  Lung Association 
has sued, saying that the 
funding shift 
is illegal under a tobacco tax initiative 
passed by California voters three years 
ago. 
Proposition 99 raised the cigarette 
tax by 25 cents a pack
 and earmarked 
some of the money for anti -tobacco 
education. 
Kong Pheng Vu of the Lao Family 
Community
 in Fresno said the anti-
smoking ads 
on television were critical 
to reaching Southeast Asian refugees 
who can't read well. 
"When  you take the media off, how 
can they know" about the health risks 
of smoking, Kong said. 
Ile
 
added, "We need more media 



















































































 not be 
as
 great. 
500 in a 
class is 


























had  to 
increase,
 Evans 
questioned  how 
the  
students
 would be affected.
 
"Was




dent)  had 
personal  
contact












have  a plan ready 
to
 bring back 
any programs 
cut,
 Evans said. 
Those plans,
 Evans said, 
would  go 
into effect the 





From Front Page 
Johnson said. 
Andre Sue, 
owner  of Subway 
Sandwiches, 
said  he thought it was 
a behind
-closed -doors deal. Sue, 
who said he 








 with the issue if it 
had been more open 
to the public. 
"I feel it's always been a 
done 
deal.
 I think it will be permanent.
 
Right now they are 
just going 
through the motions" of the experi-
mental closure, Sue 
said.
 
Margaret Tamasiea who works 
as an aide in Pandori's office, said 
they sent out over 8,000 notifica-
tions to residents and business 
around the area in addition to send-
ing out press 




confusion  in 
Oakland  
hills  fire 
OAKLAND  (AP)  
Contusion  between 
Oakland and Berkeley
 firefighters may have 
con-
tributed to the death 
of
 an elderly woman 
living on 
the 
border of the two 
cities in last 
October's
 lire that 
devastated
 the area, tapes
 revealed. 
Oakland 
police  emergency dispatch 
tapes 
released  on Monday 
conflict  longstanding 
claims
 by 
both  Oakland and 
Berkeley
 that such confusion 
did  
not  play a significant part in 
the disaster. 
"It used to 
be a joke for people living 
up there 
that if there 
was  a break-in, the police would 
want to 
know which side
 of the (city) line did the guy enter 
from," said Peter Scott, whose 
85 -year -old mother, 
Frances,
 died in the blaze. 
"That 
joke
 is not funny any more." 
Scott and the rest of 




His mother's caretaker went to church 
the  morn-
ing of the blaze and 
was unable to get through police 
lines once the fur started, 
according  to family mem-
bers. 









Scott's family that she
 had been taken to an evacua-
tion center hours after
 Berkeley radioed that it had 
been unable to rescue her. 
"The problem is that she's right on the Oakland 
and Berkeley line and that's why it was so hard to 
get anybody
 to help her," Jane Ivory, Scott's daugh-
ter,  told an Oakland police dispatcher. 
"We were 
told by the Oakland police, (I mean) 
by the Berkeley police, that the Oakland police were 
going to pick her up and that was at 2 
o'clock," she 
said in the 






The dispatcher searched the department computer 
and found a report 
saying
 the house burned. 
they still would have taken her to one of the 
evacuation centers," the dispatcher told Ivory. "They 
wouldn't have taken her to the hospital unless she 
needed to be on a 
breathing




Berkeley  fire logs show that a firefight-
'...She's right




and  that's why it 
was so hard to get 





 of deceased 
er reported Scott's house was lost "before we could 
make the rescue." 
Scott's family was never 
informed  of that trans-
mission. 
Relatives searched evacuation centers
 and hospi-
tals for two days before Peter
 Scott returned to the 





third  campus hate crime
 
IA)S ANGELES (AP)  
Vandals altered a 
slogan at Pomona College  to read, 
"Asian 
Americans
 Die Now!" in the third hate 
crime 
reported at area 
campuses  this week, 
authori-
ties said Tuesday. 
In another incident,
 about three dozen 
swastikas
 
were spray -painted 
on
 the walls and 
windows of a 
vacant,
 newly -built house 
in the 
San  Fernando 
Valley




Last weekend,  
swastikas and 
anti-Semitic  





 State University, 
Northridge and a 
private high
 school in North 
1Iollywood.  
The Studio
 City, North 
Hollywood  and 
Northridge communities are all part of the San 
Fernando Valley area about 10 -to -25 miles 
west of downtown Los 
Angeles.  
At 
Pomona College, vandals altered a slo-
gan on a wall that read, "Asian American 
Studies Now" to "Asian Americans Die Now," 
said Vivek Malhotra of 
the
 Asian American 
Student 
Alliance
 in Claremont. 
"The defacing of the wall is a clear sign that 
racism exists at Pomona," 
Malhotra 
In Studio City, a 
real
 estate agent on 
Tuesday found 
black swastikas painted on the 
walls 
and windows of the Rhodes Avenue 
home,
 said police Detective Phil 
Sowers.  
Vandals scrawled swastikas, profanity and 
A.S. Program 
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 to the Ku Klux Klan and Adolf 




 the weekend. 
The green crayon scrawls
 in the second 
floor classrooms and stairwell of Sierra 
Hall 
South, where the business school is located, 
were scrubbed off by 
workers  on Monday, said 
university spokeswoman Kaine 
Thompson.  
Late Friday or early Saturday, vandals 
spray -painted walls, furniture and equipment at 
Valley Torah High School with anti-Semitic
 
statements,





vate boys school 
in North I lollywcxxl. 
The vandals also stole a computer and a 
typewriter and scattered papers 
and files. 
Investigators hadn't determined whether the 
two
 incidents were related, Ms. Thompson 
said. 
Campus rabbi Jerrold Goldstein said 
stu-
dents were 
"quite shocked and disgusted." He 
noted that a sukkah,
 or booth, set up on cam-
pus  during a week of 
Jewish




 principal Rabbi Avrohom
 
Stulberger
 spoke to students
 Monday about 
bigotry.  
"People
 are trying to say to us, 
'Don't  be 
Jewish. Don't be 
different.  Don't do what you 
Stulberger  said. 
"The minute you think 
you'll  be safe by 
hiding  your Jewishness, ask 
the survivors of 
Nazi
 Germany if it 





 incidents in 
California have 
risen  in recent years, 












Valley  Torah 
student  Woody 
Garden,  17, 
said 




start to feel 




them a sign that 
they're  winning the
 bat-





"We have to 
show them that 
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Listen and win tickets 
Uunded By 
Associated
 Student, 
CHILE
  
FRANCE
  ITALY
 
 
SPAIN
  
AUSTRALIA
 
